
The Trade Shade
Magnetic Umbrella

Holder

TRADIES, WE GOT YOU COVERED!
 

And we mean that quite literally. The Trade Shade sun protection
umbrella holder keeps you and your tools covered rain, hail or

shine. Aren’t you sick of coming home from a day on the tools, either
50 shades of red, or soaked to the bone? With the Trade Shade

effortlessly stowed in your tool bag, you’ll be protected from the
elements faster than a Friday arvo job. Our quick-fix portable

magnetic device, attaches easily and secures your umbrella in any
position. Leaving you free to crack on with the job at hand in total

comfort and safety.
 

GET COVERED & COMFORTABLE NOW
ONLY $59.95



A proud Australian small buisness based out of Brisbane,
Queensland we pride ourselfs on going above and beyond for
our customers. Being local we have the advanatge to
dispatch products quickly and affordable to just about every
corner of the country.

BUILT TOUGH

AUSTRALIAN OWNED

DESIGNED BY A TRADIE

ADJUSTABLE

AFFORDABLE

With the Australian tradie in mind, The Trade Shade is built
tough to withstand the tough Australian work environemnt.
Constructed from a combination of PC+ABS plastics we can
gaurentee The Trade Shade to survive just about anything a
tradie will throw at it.

Designed by an Australian tradie for Australian tradies The
Trade Shade has been tried, tested and designed to handle
every  Australian working condition without skipping a beat.

Weather its keeping employees sun safe
and shaded or dry and out of the rain.
You can guarantee The Trade Shade to
provide an affordable solution that will
enable your team to work productively,
safely and responsibly on every job.

Composed with a secure adjustment system  , The Trade
Shade has been designed to offer element protection from
sunrise to sunset. Our teeth locking adjustment allows for
complete maneuverability. Protecting you from every angle.

A product that is priced for all the afford. From large
companies to the first year apprentice we believe element
protection should be something every tradie can afford.  

KEY FEATURES
The Trade Shade is engineered by a tradie who wants to see

Australian tradies and technicians safe, comfortable, protected and
ready to do their best work - regardless of the conditions.

 

A TRADIES BEST MATE!



PRODUCT TYPE THE TRADE SHADE SKU: TTS1Y

PACKAGING TYPE 1 1X PC

PACKAGE WEIGHT 1 1X 420 GRAMS

PACKAGE DIMESIONS 1 1X 27cm x 11cm x 11cm

BARCODE GTIN 1X #9 369998 081790

SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCT

 

Product Specifications

DURABLE- Designed by a tradie
who understands that tradies are
not always easy on their tools,
The Trade Shade has been
designed to not only survive but
thrive in the Australian working
environment. 

COMPLETLY ADJSUTABLE-Teeth
locking adjustment system allows
for secure and complete
manoeuvrability, keeping you
covered from every angle.

PAINT SAFE- Magnets capsulated by a
rubber coating that gives you peace of
mind that your client’s equipment or
property won’t get damaged

ACCOMODATES VARIOUS UMBRELLA
HANDLES- Perfect for any medium
sun protection umbrella, or
Bunnings brolly, effective shade
can be easily created regardless of
what umbrella you have laying
around.

COMPACT- Designed for
everyday use, it’s so
lightweight and compact it fits
effortlessly in any utility truck,
ute or van.

50KG RATED NEODYDIUM
MAGNETIC BASE – The super-
strong durable magnet
guaranteed to perform under
any condition.

Company contact information:
NUAIL PTY LTD
THE TRADE SHADE (AUS)
PO BOX 869
REDBANK PLAINS LPO
4300
QLD AUSTRALIA



4 SIMPLE STEPS
PORTABLE ELEMENT PROTECTION IN SECONDS!

Insert the umbrella handle
into The Trade Shade. Using
the grub screw, secure the
umbrella in place ensuring
not to over tighten.

Using the adjustment
handle located on the side
of The Trade Shade adjust
the holder to suit the
direction of the sun or
rain.

Ensure both the magnetic
base and the surface are
clean of debris before
securing.

Secure The Trade Shade to a
suitable magnetic surface
and begin keeping yourself
protected and comfortable
while you work.

INSERT UMBRELLA

ADJUST TO SUIT

CLEAN SURFACE

SECURE

www.thetradeshade.com.au



The strength of magnets can sometimes set off smoke detection equipment.
Be mindful not to place The Trade Shade on or near the location of duct
smoke alarms found on commercial package units.

Always use caution on windy days.

Neodymium magnets are brittle; they can be broken or can splinter in a
collision. One should wear gloves and protective glasses when handling
these magnets, because splinters and/or spacers could disengage and fly
from the magnets.

Normal Neodymium magnets will lose their magnetic properties if heated
above 175°F (80° C).

The strong magnetic fields of neodymium magnets can damage items such
as television, computer monitors, credit cards, bank cards, computers,
diskettes and other data carriers, video tapes, mechanical watches, hearing
aids, loud speakers and VCRs. Pace-makers may be damaged or switch to
"Test Mode" in the presence of a strong magnetic force, if a pace-maker or
other electrical body implant is in use, keep a minimum of 3 feet distance.

Children should not be allowed to handle neodymium magnets as they can
be dangerous. Small magnets pose a choking hazard and should never be
swallowed or inserted into any part of the body.

Under no circumstances should you try to cut, saw or drill the Neodymium
magnets! Not only would the magnet break, but the resulting dust from the
magnet is very flammable. Neodymium magnets should never be burned, as
burning them will create toxic fumes.

These magnets are very strong and must be handled with care. Use caution
when you are working with these magnets so not to get your fingers stuck
between the magnets and the suitable magnetic surface. Failure to do so
can result in damage to fingers.

 
 

WARNING
*WARNING FLYER IS CONTAINED WITHIN THE PACKAGING OF EACH UNIT*
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